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Abstract
This paper investigates the possibility of exploiting facial skin texture as a source of
biometric information to facilitate automatic recognition of individuals. Such ability may be
particularly important in circumstances when a full view of the face may not be available.
The proposed algorithm automatically segments the forehead region and divides it into nonoverlapping patches. Two state-of-the-art families of texture feature extraction approaches,
namely Gabor wavelet filter and Local Binary Pattern operator, are compared for extracting
features from these patches which are classified using a k-NN classifier. The identification
and verification performance is evaluated for different patch sizes using the XM2VTS
database. For the verification experiments an EER of 0.065 using Gabor features and 0.083
using LBP features is obtained for forehead regions with pure skin. Additionally a novel
classifier is presented for automatically detecting pure skin patches in the forehead region.
Keywords: Skin texture, Gabor filter, Local Binary Pattern, k-Nearest Neighbor

1. Introduction
There have been a number of research studies utilizing human skin texture for facial
synthesis, facial feature tracking and automatic dermatological diagnosis. However,
there has been relatively little work reported in the literature on investing skin text ure
for person recognition.
Lin, et al., [1] presented a multilayer framework for face recognition with highresolution images. Each face image was factorized into four layers: global appearance,
facial organs, skin regions, and irregular details. In the third layer, a new skin texture
representation was used based on texton distributions. The procedure comprised three
stages: Filtering, Dictionary Building, and Discriminant Learning. Their technique was
tested on the XM2VTS [2] database and showed improvements in matching accuracy
when incorporating skin texture.
Some researchers have focused their work on studying only skin marks. Pierrard, et al., [3]
presented a method to extract irregularities in facial skin, in particular nevi (moles,
birthmarks), using normalized cross correlation matching and a morphable model. Lee, et al.,
[4] proposed a content-based image retrieval system based on SIFT features, for matching and
retrieval of tattoo images which are considered as soft biometrics [5]. In Jain, et al., [6], an
Active Appearance Model was used to locate and segment facial organs. Then, Laplacian-ofGaussian and morphological operators were used to detect facial marks.
This paper focuses on the extraction of useable forehead regions from facial images and
their initial pre-processing to provide useful identity information. The paper is organized as
follows: The proposed algorithm is described in Section 2. The skin/hair classifier that will be
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able to automatically detect skin areas is presented in Section 3. The experimental results
based on the XM2VTS database are reported and discussed in Section 4, and Section 5
provides conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2. Recognition Based on Local Skin Patches
The overall block-diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. This section
will give step-by-step illustrations of the proposed algorithm.

Figure 1. The System Block Diagram Extraction
2.1 Face Normalization
This study focuses on the forehead region of each face as it is likely to be less
affected by facial expressions. Therefore the first step in the processing chain is to
extract a normalised forehead region from face images. Geometric normalization is one
of the key steps in most face recognition systems. It is used in order to rotate, crop and
scale a face so that image comparison and feature extraction may be conducted on
corresponding areas of facial images. In this paper only rotation of the face and then
cropping of the forehead region are performed. It is assumed that all the subjects are
roughly placed at the same distance from the camera and therefore no scale adjustments
are necessary. Formally, let ( xr , yr ) and ( xl , yl ) be the locations of the centers of right
eye and left eye respectively, then the face is rotated by angle  that is computed as:
y r  yl
(1)
  tan1(
)
xr  xl
In order to align the eyes, the new coordinates of every point in the face and
therefore, as shown in Figure 2, the new locations of eye centers are given by:
 x  cos   sin    x 
(2)
 y  sin 
  y
cos
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Figure 2. Forehead Region Extraction

2.2. Forehead Localization
Once the positions ( xr , yr ) and ( xl , yl ) of the right and left eye respectively have
been determined, we simply calculate the distance between them as follows:

d  ( xr  xl )2  ( yr  yl )2

(3)

Based on the geometric model of the face in [7], the vertical distance between eyes and
eyebrows may be set to 0.4d . Therefore, the proposed forehead windows are rectangles of
size d  0.5 d above the eyebrows region as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Forehead Region Localization

2.3. Forehead Partitioning and Feature Extraction
In the proposed algorithm, the variability of forehead images is modelled by treating each
forehead image as a collection of smaller sub-images, referred to here as patches. For the
purpose of feature extraction it is necessary to establish the optimum patch size for texture
analysis. This could be the whole of the extracted forehead. Alternatively a number of smaller
patches can be chosen inside the forehead region for extracting features which can then be
concatenated to form longer feature vectors.
In this work we explore subdividing the pure skin forehead region into non-overlapping
patches of equal sizes with varying dimensions: 1×2, 2×2, 2×4, 2×8, 4×4 and 4×8 as shown in
Figure 4. The 1×1 subdivision indicates the whole forehead being used for analysis without
any partitioning. Each patch is then analyzed to extract separately the Gabor and LBP-based
features that will be used for classification.
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Figure 4. Partitioning Pure Skin Forehead Region
2.4 Gabor Filter for Extracting Skin Texture Features
Texture features based on Gabor functions belong to frequency-based approaches. They
are widely used for texture segmentation [8] and fingerprint recognition [9] because Gabor
functions have the attractive mathematical property of minimizing the joint uncertainty in
frequency and space [10]. A two-dimensional Gabor function  which is a Gaussian kernel
function modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave, can be defined as [11]:
 ( x, y; f , ) 

f2



e  (

2

x    2 y )

e j 2

f x

,

(4)

x  x cos  y sin  , y   x sin   y cos 
f (cycles/pixel) is the central frequency of the sinusoidal plane wave, θ is the anticlockwise
rotation of the Gaussian and the plane wave, α is the sharpness of the Gaussian along the
major axis parallel to the wave, and β is the sharpness of the Gaussian minor axis
perpendicular to the wave, γ = f /α and η = f /β are defined such that the ratio between
frequency and sharpness is constant. To obtain Gabor features of an image  ,  ( x, y) is
convolved with a bank of scale and orientation selective Gabor filters:
ruv ( x, y ; f u , v )   ( x, y ; f u , v ) * ( x, y)

(5)

u, v indicate the filter scale and orientation respectively.
f u  f max

 2 u , for

u  0,  , m  1 ,

k
(6)
, k  { 0,  , n  1 }
n
where m is the total number of scales and n is the total number of orientations in the filter
v 

bank. Then all means, uv , and standard deviations,  uv , of the magnitude ruv are
computed. Finally, a feature vector F is constructed using the concatenation of all the means
and standard deviations. This is denoted as:
F  [00  00 01 ...  m  1 n  1  m  1 n  1 ]
(7)
In Section 4.1 we report on an investigation to establish the optimal parameters used for the
class of images that are to be classified with these filters in our work.
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2.5 Local Binary Pattern (LBP) Operator for Extracting Skin Texture Features
The LBP operator is an efficient gray-scale invariant texture operator. It is robust to
monotonic gray-scale changes caused, for example, by lighting variations and it has been
shown to have high discriminative power for texture classification. The basic LBP operator
labels the pixels of an image by thresholding the eight-neighbourhood of each pixel with the
value of the centre and considers the result as a binary code [12]. Formally, it takes the form:

LBP( xc , yc ) 

7


p0

s( g p  g c ) 2 p

(8)

where g c , g p correspond to the grey value of the central pixel c ( xc , yc ) and the eight
neighbouring pixels respectively. The function s(x) is defined as follows:
s( x) 1 if x  0, s( x)  0 if x  0

(9)

The LBP operator was extended to allow any radius and any number of pixels in the
neighbourhood by using a circular neighbourhood and interpolating values at non-integer
pixel coordinates [13]. Another extension to the original operator is the definition of the so
called Rotation-Invariant LBP and Uniform LBP [13]. With uniform LBP ( LBPPu, R2 ) it is
possible to detect local primitives in the image texture such as edges, spots and corners. When
an image is rotated in the plane, the neighbourhoods, gp around the centre will be rotated in
the same direction. The rotation invariant LBP operator ( LBPPr,2R ) can be implemented to
remove this rotation effect. Ahonen, et al., [l4] proposed the basic methodology for LBPbased face description. It divides the facial image into local regions and LBP texture
descriptors are extracted from each region independently. The descriptors are then
concatenated to form a global description of the face.
Zou, et al., [15] compared PCA, Gabor wavelets and LBP for FERET and AR databases.
The comparison of the three local feature representations is conducted on four 3737
windows centred at four facial landmarks (two eyes, nose, and mouth). They concluded that
LBP is a good local feature, but it is inadequate for non-monotonic illumination changes,
which often appear in facial regions such as the nose. However, the Gabor features were
found to be more robust to illumination variations.
In Section 4.1 we, nevertheless, investigate the use of LBP features for extracting identity
information from pure-skin forehead images and report on experiments to establish the
optimal parameters for their use.
2.6 Forehead Representation and Classification
Finally, the feature vectors extracted from every patch are concatenated to form a forehead
feature vector. As a result, every forehead image can be represented either by Gabor-based
feature vectors that have 2L m n elements – where m is the total number of scales and n is
the total number of orientations in the filter bank and L is the total number of patches - or by
LBP-based feature vectors with 256 L elements.
A k-Nearest-Neighbor (k-NN) classifier with k=1 is used as a common platform to
compare the different feature extraction methods.
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3. Developing Hair/Skin Patch Classifier
The forehead region is sometimes partially or completely covered with hair, head covering,
hats, scarves, .., etc. Therefore, it is essential to build a good classifier that will be able to
automatically detect the useable skin regions. We propose to use a classifier such as that
shown in Figure 5 for automatic classification of pure-skin patches in the forehead region.
The cropped forehead region is divided into a number of non-overlapping patches. The results
of Experiment 2 in Section 4.2 suggest a suitable partitioning of this region to be into 24
patches. In the training phase, the classifier is trained to recognize the categories of
“Hair”/“Skin” patches. In the classification phase, unknown patches which were not part of
the training dataset are assigned the class label of the nearest category according to the data
available from the training patches. This procedure uses the Gabor features presented in
Section 2.4 to learn the texture of Hair and Skin patterns.
Once trained, the classifier can be used to establish those forehead images that have all
pure-skin patches. Only those images are then used for further processing using the approach
developed in this paper. The experiments reported in this paper use a manual pure-skin
forehead region detection approach to ensure there are only such patches used for calculating
the error rates. However, the performance of this automated Hair/Skin classifier is also
reported in Section 4.3 and it is seen to be quite effective.

Figure 5. Scheme of the Two-class Skin/Hair Classifier

4. Experimental Results
The XM2VTS database [2] is a multi-modal database consisting of face images, video
sequences and speech recordings taken of 295 people of both sexes and different ethnic
origins with 4 face images for each person. Over a period of five months, recordings were
acquired during four sessions under controlled conditions (uniform illumination, blue
background) for the standard set. Two head rotation and “speaking” shots were taken during
each session. Since the data acquisition was distributed over a long period of time, significant
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variability of appearance of people e.g. changes of hair style, facial hair, shape and presence
or absence of glasses, is presented in the recordings. The size of images in this database is
720 × 576 pixels and inter-eye distance ranges from 86 pixels to 120 pixels.
4.1 Experiment 1: Identification Scenario
This experiment has been conducted on a subset of the XM2VTS database to evaluate the
performance of the Gabor-based features for skin texture classification as presented in Section
2.4. The data used consists of pure skin patches as determined manually. The number of
images in this group is 336 pure skin patches which came from 84 different persons. Only
three partitionings for forehead region were evaluated. These were: 1×2, 2×4 and 4×8 with
patch size of 0.5d×0.5d, 0.25d×0.25d and of 0.125d×0.125d respectively. Table 1 lists the
recognition accuracy achieved for different parameter settings.
The results indicate that the partitionings with larger analysis windows significantly
improve performance by increasing the number of orientations/scales. For example, when the
number of scales/orientations has changed from 4/4 to 12/12, the classification accuracy
improves only from 60.12% to 64.29% for the 4×8 partitioning but from 58.33% to 67.86%
for the 2×4 partitioning and from 35.12% to 56.55% for the 1×2 partitioning. Additionally, it
is noted that increasing the number of scales and orientations of the Gabor filter bank will add
to the complexity of the system and its computational time and will not always result in an
increase in the classification accuracy.
Table 1. Classification Accuracy using Gabor Features

4.2. Experiment 2: Verification Scenario
The aim for conducting this experiment is threefold: (i) to determine the appropriate
number of scales and orientations that can be used for Gabor features and (ii) to investigate
the different LBP operators (standard, Uniform ‘u2’, Rotation invariant ‘ri’) using different
radius and sample points (iii) to decide the patch size for achieving the best performance. This
experiment has been conducted on a part of the XM2VTS database: 460 images that came
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from 115 different persons have been manually determined as faces with pure skin forehead
regions. Half of the entire dataset is used as the training set and the remaining represents the
test set. Table 2 lists the Equal Error Rates (EER) obtained for both Gabor and LBP
approaches for varied patches size.
This table suggests that the achievable performance with Gabor features is better than with
LBP features, showing that the best EER of 0.065 for Gabor features has been obtained using
6 scales, 6 orientations with a 4×4 partitioning. If no patch partitioning is used, the resulting
EER is significantly higher at 0.213.
It also shows that the performance of standard LBP approach using 8 sample points with
radius equal to 2 outperforms other LBP operators for this dataset. If no patch partitioning is
used an EER of 0.165 is achieved with this method. It is clear that the performance of LBP
approach does not significantly improve using rotation invariant features because all images
were normalized in the pre-processing stage.
Table 2. EER using Gabor Features with Different Scales and Orientations and
Different LBP Operators

Features using patch partitionings of 2×4 and 4×4, achieved the best results for LBP and
Gabor approaches respectively. Their DET curves are presented in Figure 6. Since the error
that is produced from Gabor and LBP-based features at 2×4 is less than the error that is
produced from them at 4×4, this experiment suggest that the 2×4 is an appropriate choice for
the partitioning scheme for this dataset.
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Figure 6. DET Curves for Gabor and LBP Approaches; W indicates window size,
Gabor parameters are: S: Scale and O: Orientations, LBP parameters are: R:
Radius and P: Sample Points
4.3. Test of the Proposed Skin/Hair Classifier
The proposed Skin/Hair classifier, explained in Section 3, was also tested using the
XM2VTS data. The training data set is composed of the patches that are produced from
partitioning the forehead window which is extracted from the XM2VTS facial images,
and then these patches have been classified into two groups, (i) first group includes 800
patches that are partially or completely covered by hair and (ii) second group includes
800 pure skin patches. We have used 10-fold cross-validation analysis for testing. Table
3 shows that proposed classifier is able to distinguish between skin and hair texture.
The best result of 96.97% correct classification rate was obtained using a Quadratic
classifier. Samples from the output of this classifier are shown in Figure 7.
Table 3. Classification Accuracy for Different Classifiers
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Figure 7. Outputs of the Hair/Skin Classifier

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a novel technique for extracting biometric information from the
forehead region which may help to improve face recognition accuracy especially in
applications where a full view of the face may not be available. Skin texture patches are
detected using features based on Gabor filters. Gabor-based and LBP-based features are then
used to classify forehead regions containing pure skin. The results indicate that the forehead
region alone provides useful biometric information for person recognition. Future work will
explore the development of adaptive algorithms to cope with forehead regions that may have
partial hair coverage and will include the study of information available from skin texture in
other facial regions.
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